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from the Lab…



…to the Wild



The journey to 8 million 
users begins with a block 
of wood

An anomaly or a strategy?



In 2000, Palm sold nearly 8 million 
units and had a 76% share of the 
PDA market.



Computer History Museum in Mountain View, CA courtesy of Michael Hicks’s 
image on flickr

“If I wanted to check 
the calendar I’d take 
it out and press the 
wooden button.”  
-Jeff Hawkins

Plywood Experience Sampling



How do you ‘sketch’ a social computing environment? 
Mike’s Burbn experience



If at first you don’t succeed… 
From MVP to >400m active users



An anomaly or a strategy?



Prototypes are postcards from the future



“Everyone designs who 
devises courses of action 
aimed at changing existing 
situations into preferred ones.” 
— Herb Simon



Prototyping in real life



“I went with the whole parachute idea and what I had from the 
beginning...” 
“This is the best approach for such a design...” 
 
“I am not a very good outside-the-box thinker, so I kinda just had one 
idea and I was going to try to make it work...”
“No... for some reason... this seems to be the only idea. There needs to be a 
platform and then as good of cushion as possible... I don’t see any other way.” 

Participants picked their concept early



Design melds physical, digital, and social worlds

A 
atoms

B 
bits

C 
culture



Hollan & Stornetta (1992) Beyond Being There

Beyond Being There



What is Design at Large? Three principles

• Traditional design makes things: teacups 
and brochures. With Design at Large, the 
thing is only a piece of the experience 

• With traditional design, we don’t know 
what happens when it leaves the factory. 
With Design at Large, we do. 

• With traditional design, the object stays 
the same forever. Design at Large is 
magic, creating always evolving 
prototypes.



• Because solutions live in the real-world, 
Start with observation (define your system) 

• Because what people say is different than what people do,  
Use that observation to uncover/articulate the real problem 

• Because no one person has all the knowledge, 
Engage diverse stakeholders (all the people) 

• Because the first idea is rarely the best,  
Encourage wild ideas: brainstorm widely w/multidisciplinary teams 

• Because there’s no oracle for complex systems and solutions emerge 
from surprising places, 
Get real quick, test and iterate 

• Because designs change the setting, 
Prototype fast and furious, trying ideas in real situations 

• Because what we see depends on what we know, 
Embrace Practice based evidence & Evidence based practice 



A3 Storyboard: Jeremy Borja, Jayne 
Chong, Sally U



A3 Prototype: 
Zehua Chen, 
Vanessa Wong, 
Nessa Vu



drawing star 
people



Ten Design Heuristics
UNDERSTANDING FEEDBACK

Consistency

Use Familiar 
Metaphors & 
Language
Clean & Functional 
Design

ACTION

Freedom

Flexibility

Recognition 
Over Recall

Show Status

Prevent Errors

Support Error 
Recovery

Provide 
Help

My somewhat revised names for Jacob Nielsen’s heuristics: http://www.nngroup.com/articles/ten-usability-heuristics/



Clearer choices  
Consistency

Apple Mac OS X Finder



Metaphors  
Familiar metaphors & language 

Adobe Acrobat 
2015



Metaphors  
Familiar metaphors & language
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to be 
continued…


